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X - 2 AUER ET AL.: OCEANIC BOUNDARY LAYERS

Oceanic lithosphere when defined as a thermal boundary layer explains bathymetry3

and isotropic wavespeeds to first order. In contrast, SS precursors and re-4

ceiver functions suggest a subhorizontal interface of unclear origin within this5

layer, on top of a radially anisotropic zone. Here, we study the relationships6

between discontinuities, lithospheric thickness, and anisotropy by testing a7

suite of geodynamic scenarios. We find that strong age-dependency of the8

radially anisotropic zone is inconsistent with models and observations, and9

that a weaker discontinuity confines the zone from below. While azimuthal10

anisotropy is consistent with lattice preferred orientation of olivine due to11
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asthenospheric flow underneath the lithosphere, radial anisotropy might re-12

quire additional contributions from petrological fabrics or melt ponding. This13

implies that reflectors previously associated with the base of the lithosphere14

are instead associated with preserved structures embedded in it. They carry15

information about plate formation, but have little control on plate deforma-16

tion.17
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1. Introduction

The oceanic lithosphere can be understood as the rheological manifestation of a thermal18

boundary layer that forms at the mid-ocean spreading centers and grows thicker as the19

newly formed plate is carried away, thus having more time to cool down to larger depths.20

The underlying asthenosphere is warmer, hence more ductile and separated by a rheologi-21

cal transition region from the mechanically stronger lithosphere. This thermo-mechanical22

definition of the lithosphere is supported by bathymetry [e.g. Zhong et al., 2007], depth23

dependence of seismicity [e.g. Chen and Molnar , 1983; McKenzie et al., 2005], effective24

elastic thickness variations [e.g. Watts et al., 2013], and isotropic shear-velocity (vS) struc-25

ture which conform to half-space cooling (HSC), to first order [e.g. Ritzwoller et al., 2004].26

The thermal influence on isotropic upper-mantle velocity structure can be visualized27

by referencing shear-velocity anomalies from tomography models against sea-floor ages28

[e.g. Priestley and McKenzie, 2013]. Such analysis based on the isotropic component29

of the global shear-velocity model savani [Auer et al., 2014] and ages from Müller et al.30

[2008] (Fig. 1) compares well with estimates from half-space cooling; see, for example, the31

deeper green line in Figs. 1a-b, where an an asthenospheric temperature of 1315◦C and a32

temperature-dependent conductivity was used [cf. McKenzie et al., 2005] for the Pacific33

and Atlantic domains, with regions defined as shown in Fig. S1. For the Atlantic, for34

example, the oceanic upper mantle broadly agrees with the half-space cooling paradigm35

in the sense that the 4.4 km/s wave-speed contour approximately aligns with the 1200◦C36

HSC isotherm.37
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Upper-mantle seismic anisotropy can also be imaged with seismic tomography and pro-38

vides further constraints on boundary layer dynamics [e.g. Long and Becker , 2010]. Two39

forms of anisotropy are typically constrained: i), radial anisotropy, quantified as the ratio40

between the velocity of horizontally traveling, horizontally polarized shear waves, vSH , and41

the velocity of horizontally traveling, vertically polarized shear waves, vSV , and, ii), az-42

imuthal anisotropy, i.e. hexagonal anisotropy with a horizontal symmetry axis, invoked to43

model the azimuthal dependence of surface-wave phase velocities. Azimuthal anisotropy44

is present in the oceanic lithosphere and uppermost asthenosphere [e.g. Ekström, 2011;45

Burgos et al., 2014], and was recently shown to be consistent with a thermally controlled46

lithosphere under which shear forms anisotropy via lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) of47

intrinsically anisotropic minerals [Becker et al., 2014; Beghein et al., 2014].48

Radial anisotropy in the upper mantle is most pronounced underneath the Central49

Pacific and generally described as an anomalous layer of increased vSH > vSV having50

a thickness of 80 − 100 km [e.g., Ekström and Dziewonski , 1998; Boschi and Ekström,51

2002; French et al., 2013; Burgos et al., 2014; Beghein et al., 2014; Auer et al., 2014], a52

smooth upper and lower onset gradient, and a peak at approximately 100 to 120 km (with53

some tomography models showing it extending to depths greater than 200 km; see, e.g.,54

Fig. 2e in Beghein et al. [2014]). Importantly, this radially anisotropic anomaly appears55

structurally decoupled from azimuthal anisotropy and its upper bound is significantly56

flatter than what HSC-related structure would imply, as shown in Fig. 2 (top left panel),57

where the anisotropic component of savani [Auer et al., 2014], given in terms of ξ =58

v2
SH/v

2
SV , is referenced against ages under the Pacific. This observation is consistent with59
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recent work by Burgos et al. [2014] and Beghein et al. [2014]. Yet, earlier studies had60

reported weak age dependency of the radially anisotropic layer [Nettles and Dziewoński ,61

2008; Kustowski et al., 2008].62

Analysis of body-wave receiver functions as well as short- and long-period SS precursors63

provide further means to probe the uppermost mantle and to detect seismic discontinuities64

[e.g., Kawakatsu et al., 2009; Kumar and Kawakatsu, 2011; Rychert and Shearer , 2011;65

Schmerr , 2012]. The different types of measurements indicate a relatively sharp nega-66

tive velocity contrast underneath the oceans at an average depth of ∼ 60 km [Kumar and67

Kawakatsu, 2011; Schmerr , 2012], which is often identified with the oceanic Gutenberg dis-68

continuity or G [cf. Gutenberg , 1926]. The Kumar and Kawakatsu [2011] receiver function69

estimate of G depth is only weakly proportional to sea-floor age. Schmerr [2012] also notes70

a subtle age dependency, much weaker than what is expected from purely thermal control.71

In contrast, Rychert and Shearer [2011] found age-dependent depth variations between72

25 and 130 km for their long-period SS-based interfaces. A comprehensive compilation73

of various attempts to map upper-mantle discontinuities, and associated inconsistencies74

across the different datasets are discussed by Rychert et al. [2012].75

Superimposing the interface estimates of Schmerr [2012] and Kumar and Kawakatsu76

[2011] upon the ξ-component of savani (Fig. 2, top left panel), the similarity between the77

upper boundary of the high-ξ zone and the Gutenberg discontinuity (∼ 60 km) becomes78

apparent [Beghein et al., 2014]. Based on the complete dataset of Schmerr [2012], we also79

identify a similar (albeit weaker), deeper interface to approximately coincide with the80

lower boundary of the high-ξ zone at a depth of ∼ 150 km. An equivalent discontinuity81
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is present in the anisotropic component of the regionalized 1-D models PHB3 and PA582

(see the black lines in Fig. 2) which are obtained along age corridors of ∼ 50 Ma and83

∼ 120 Ma, in the Philippine Sea and the Central Pacific Ocean, respectively [Gaherty84

et al., 1996, 1999], and are here superimposed on the Pacific regionalization of Fig. 2 for85

illustrative purposes.86

Thus it appears that different seismological observations point to different inferences87

regarding the structure of oceanic lithosphere and its relation to temperature, leading88

to the obvious question of whether the bulk of the observed radial anisotropy is a direct89

consequence of plate-induced shearing, whether there is significant contribution from other90

mechanisms [Karato, 2012; Beghein et al., 2014; Burgos et al., 2014; Becker et al., 2014],91

or whether there are simply resolution issues that prevent a correct interpretation.92

One of the issues that potentially influence model resolution is related to tomographic93

inverse problems being mixed-determined and as such requiring regularization. Regu-94

larization involves subjective choices left to the discretion of the tomographer and can95

introduce artificial smoothing of seismic images [e.g. Boschi and Dziewoński , 1999]. In96

particular, regularization schemes that “smooth” tomographic images might, depending97

on a model’s vertical and horizontal resolution, mask the signature of lithospheric age,98

and favor age-independent models. Here, we circumvent such issues by conducting only99

“forward” calculations for conceptual shear-velocity models that are based both on geody-100

namics and tomography, and measure how well they fit seismic data, thereby evaluating101

the robustness of tomography-based observations of age-independent radially anisotropic102
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anomalies. Subsequently, we reconcile our new results with additional seismological and103

mineralogical constraints for a new unified model of the oceanic uppermost mantle.104

2. Geodynamic hypothesis tests

2.1. Method and data

Our experiments follow the probabilistic approach advocated by Tarantola [2006], and105

are based on the idea that instead of the inverting data to arrive at one best solution, it is106

to be preferred to invent models based on intuition and prior knowledge and falsify them107

against a dataset, to pass from a prior to a posterior collection of admissible solutions.108

Our geodynamic-seismological model hypotheses are designed to reflect the key (and109

most robust) features observed in tomographic images as well as the a-priori structure110

one would expect from fundamental geodynamic considerations. Given that global vS111

structure is resolved much better than global anisotropic structure [e.g. Becker et al.,112

2008; Auer et al., 2014], the isotropic component of all forward tests is fixed to a 3-113

D background model, based on the surface-wave overtone (OT) and fundamental mode114

(FM) dispersion datasets, already used in Auer et al. [2014]. This new model is optimized115

for high vertical resolution and covers the upper 400 km of the mantle, hereafter referred to116

as savanUM . SavanUM is largely consistent with its whole-mantle counterpart savani117

but exhibits higher ξ amplitudes and a steeper gradient at the top of the anisotropic layer118

(Fig. 2). A comparison of anisotropic and isotropic structure between savani, savanUM119

and the model SEMum2 [French et al., 2013] is provided in Figs. S2 and S3.120

Continental radial anisotropy in the geodynamic forward hypothesis tests is prescribed121

to the layer average of savanUM ’s continental ξ to focus on the effect of oceanic structure122
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alone. Radial anisotropy underneath oceans is restricted to vary by only a few geodynam-123

ically motivated parameters.124

The geodynamic models are first constructed in terms of the parameter ξ and δvS =125

∆vS
vS

on a 1◦ × 1◦ regular grid and then changed to a tomographic parameterization, by126

converting to δvSV and δvSH and projecting onto a coarser equal-area (5◦ × 5◦ at the127

equator) voxel mesh, comprising 70 layers (resulting in a total of n = 278, 320 grid cells128

covering the uppermost mantle). We next compute ray-theoretical sensitivity functions129

[see Auer et al., 2014, Fig. 1a] w.r.t. the 3-D crustal model CRUST2.0 [Bassin et al.,130

2000] on top of the 1-D reference model PREM [Dziewoński and Anderson, 1981] to set up131

the forward problem that allows computing synthetic surface-wave phase delays for three-132

dimensional structural models based on our geodynamic hypotheses. The forward problem133

is solved via a simple dot product between the linear system matrix A and the coefficient134

vector xsyn (as defined in sec. 2.4 of Auer et al. [2014]) that describes our conceptual135

model. Different values for the geodynamic parameters that control the distribution of ξ136

are explored, while the data fit is monitored. A summary of varied parameters is given in137

Table S2. As a misfit criterion we use the variance reduction, V R, defined as138

V R = 1− |A · xsyn − dobs|
|dobs|

(1)

where dobs is a vector with the measured phase anomalies.139

We employ the exact same FM and OT surface-wave measurements as Auer et al. [2014]140

but partition the global dataset in three subsets for the Pacific, the Indian and the Atlantic141

Ocean, by extracting ray paths that are exclusively spanning the different oceanic regions142
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(using the same geographical polygons employed in the regionalized age referencing) with143

the requirement that the recording stations be located close to the coast, such to avoid144

influence from continental regions.145

2.2. Age-independent geodynamic hypotheses

We first consider the hypothesis that the anisotropic zone extends across the entire146

oceanic region and is completely independent of sea-floor age. Vertically, the strength of147

anisotropy ξ(z) is prescribed to follow a Gaussian, defined here as148

ξ(z) = ξmax exp

(
−(z − z0)2

2σ2

)
(2)

encapsulating the anisotropy amplitude factor ξmax, the depth z, the layer offset depth z0,149

and the standard deviation σ ≈ h/2.35482, absorbing the half-width at half maximum h150

which we select as the parameter controlling the thickness of the zone. We fix h at 90 km151

(read off from Fig. 2) and perform a grid search over the peak amplitude ξmax, varied152

in increments of 0.005 between 1 (no anisotropy) and 1.2, and the layer offset depth z0,153

varied between zero and 230 km in 5 km steps.154

Monitoring the V R associated with the model hypotheses allows us to identify, to first155

order, an optimal set of parameters for ξmax and z0 and the different oceans (Fig. 3a). Our156

results confirm that oceanic radial anisotropy is essential to fit surface-wave datasets, and157

show that best-fit values for depth and strength of anisotropy can be roughly identified.158

To derive confidence intervals for these estimates, we normalize the V R between zero and159

100%, least-squares fit a multi-variate 2D Gaussian to the cropped upper 10% of the misfit-160

contours, and define the error intervals (σξmax and σz0) according to the ellipse described161
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by the 99% iso-contour of the Gaussian (see the black error ellipse in Fig. 3a). The results162

for the different oceans are similar in terms of the general shape of the misfit contours163

but yield different best-fit depths, anisotropy strengths and misfits. The summary given164

in Table S1 shows that the Pacific data subset prefers the anisotropic zone to be slightly165

deeper and stronger compared to the Indian and the Atlantic datasets, at z0 of ≈ 110 km166

and 80 km and ξmax of 1.1 and 1.07 for Pacific and Atlantic, respectively (Table S1). This167

suggests intra-oceanic differences, perhaps related to differences in spreading rate, and is168

consistent with the geodynamic estimates of Becker et al. [2008] (Fig. S6).169

Fig. 3a compares the flat anisotropy layer depth and strength for the Pacific with170

approximate estimates of ξ from dry, “A” type [Karato et al., 2008] LPO experiments171

of Hansen et al. [2014] (from full saturation as of their Fig. 7) for a range of pyroxene172

contents, and the synthetic LPO models for 30% enstatite [Becker et al., 2006] of Becker173

et al. [2008]. Assuming perfect alignment in the horizontal, the laboratory LPO estimates174

are broadly compatible with the imaged ξ amplitudes for realistic pyroxene fractions.175

Having identified a set of best-fit offset depths and the anisotropy peak amplitudes, we176

perform an additional two-dimensional grid search in which the center depth is fixed, to177

assess trade-offs between thickness and peak amplitude of the zone. As shown in Fig. S5,178

the VR surface less clearly plateaus at a certain best-fit set of parameters, which shows179

that thickness and peak amplitude significantly trade-off with each other, manifesting in180

a rather broad zone of different combinations of ξmax peak amplitudes and thicknesses181

h (corresponding to similar total anisotropy “strength”) that achieve almost the same182

data-misfits. While, for convenience, we present “best-fit” layer models for the different183
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oceans, our results will depend on assumptions such as isotropic structure and theoretical184

simplifications. Hence, relative variations of best-fit parameters are more meaningful than185

absolute values.186

These uncertainties notwithstanding, we compare the best-fit layer model depth and187

thickness for the Pacific Ocean with the body wave interface estimates from reflections188

in Fig. 2 (bottom left panel) [Schmerr , 2012]. Instead of the raw interface estimates, we189

here bin the lower and the upper bounce depths in bins of 10 Ma and represent the data190

in each bin via Gaussians. Where too few measurements are available, a dot-marker is191

plotted at the mean depth, instead. Through the mean depths we fit a spline function,192

facilitating a visual comparison of the model and the bounce depths. With the exception193

of region at ∼ 110 Myr, the match between both top and bottom reflections and the flat194

layer radial anisotropy model is apparent.195

2.3. Age-dependent geodynamic hypotheses

We next test whether age-dependent vs. age-independent models can be discriminated196

by our regionalized datasets. To this end, we construct models that follow the half-space197

cooling solution198

T ′ =
T − T0

T1 − T0

= erf

(
z

2
√
κτ

)
, (3)

where T0 is the surface temperature, T1 is the asthenospheric temperature, T is tem-199

perature, τ is the age, and κ is the thermal diffusivity [Turcotte and Schubert , 2002].200

Evaluating this equation for explicit choices of T ′, one obtains the lithospheric thickness201
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zL = c
√
κτ, (4)

where c = 2 · erf−1(T ′). The temperature dependent κ isotherms for 1200◦C of Fig. 1202

can be approximated with a mantle temperature T1 of 1315◦C, a surface temperature T0203

of 14◦C and a constant κ of 10−6 m2/s, leading to a c of roughly 2.5. An age-dependent204

model of ξ is constructed via eq. (2) as above, but setting the offset depth to205

z1 = a+ c
√
κτ̂(x, f) (5)

at location x, where eq. (5) approximates models that flatten out after a certain age: c206

still controls the slope of the thickness curve and a defines the Gaussian’s offset depth at207

the spreading center. The parameter a is chosen such that z1, averaged over the ocean208

under investigation, is equal to the best fit layer depth that has been found in the age-209

independent experiment shown in Fig. 2a. The function τ̂ is given by210

τ̂(x, f) =

{
τ(x) for τ(x) < f

f for τ(x) ≥ f
(6)

where τ(x) are the spatially dependent ages from Müller et al. [2008]. This parameteriza-211

tion allows us to vary between age-independent end-member ξ models (i.e. the flat layer212

cases, with the age factor c → 0 or the flattening age f → 0) and age-dependent models213

following different half-space cooling isotherms and turning flat at larger ages.214

We again perform a two-dimensional grid search, now over the parameters c and f ,215

keeping h at 90 km and z0 fixed at the best-fit value found for the flat layer case. We216

vary c in a relevant range from zero to ∼ 7. Fig. 3b for the Pacific shows, that for a fixed217
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average depth of 110 km, misfits generally increase when transforming from flat (c = 0)218

to different age slopes (c → 7). For the global dataset, misfits show the same behavior,219

qualitatively. For young flattening ages f < 40, however, there is no significant increase220

in misfit for higher values of c, delineating a range of weakly age dependent models which221

explain the data equally well.222

We illustrate the results via two particulars (Fig. 3b), model B with a half-space cool-223

ing type of age-dependence but flattening at f = 70 Ma, and model A with the full224

age-dependence one would expect from the 1200◦C HSC isotherm [Becker et al., 2014].225

As indicated by their position in the misfit contour map, model A fits the data worse,226

confirming that strong age-dependence is not an ideal model for the radially anisotropic227

anomaly. The “roughness” of our conceptual models (black contours in Fig. 3b) re-228

flects their lateral and vertical continuity and shows that age-independent hypotheses229

are systematically smoother, as anticipated. This highlights that tomographic inversions230

regularized via roughness damping can be biased towards age-independent models.231

3. Discussion

A purely geological age and HSC controlled lithosphere-asthenosphere system would232

predict a diffuse and strongly age-dependent lithosphere-asthenosphere transition, in con-233

trast to our findings. Half-space cooling is, of course, only an approximation and thermal234

boundary layer structure deviations from a single, global HSC model may explain parts235

of the anisotropic complexity. Variations between ocean basins can be highlighted by236

the difference between the Pacific and Atlantic in terms of isotropic velocity structure237

(Fig. 1c). There is a clear average velocity offset, which can be interpreted as the Pa-238
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cific having a hotter asthenosphere than the Atlantic [cf. Dalton et al., 2014], perhaps239

because of temporarily reduced mixing efficiency due to the slab curtains which appear240

to presently surround the Pacific [Huang and Zhong , 2005]. Along with faster spread-241

ing rates, this may lead to relatively higher degrees of partial melting under the Pacific242

spreading-centers, possibly explaining the localized slow anomaly at shallow depth for243

ages younger than ∼ 20 Myr in Fig. 1c. Another relative velocity anomaly is localized244

at sea-floor ages of around 80 Ma, where bathymetry indicates deviations from HSC [e.g.245

Marty and Cazenave, 1989; Zhong et al., 2007]. For the Pacific, such deviations can be246

explained with thermal age resetting [Nagihara et al., 1996; Ritzwoller et al., 2004], whose247

dynamical cause is unclear, but might be related to the onset of small scale convection.248

Hence, there are complexities in thermal boundary layers beyond HSC that are apparent249

even in isotropic structure, and those can be expected to locally modify LPO formation.250

This also becomes apparent when age-referrencing the purely LPO-based ξ predictions of251

Becker et al. [2008], which, in fact, show flattening at ages of around 70 Ma (see bottom252

two panels in Fig. S6). Quantifying this effect via fiting the age dependent model given by253

eqns. (5) and (6) through the maximum ξ depths in the LPO model, we can infer slope and254

flattening parameters (c = 2.2, f = 66 Ma for the Pacific, and c = 1.9, f = 75 Ma for the255

Atlantic), which turn out to be very similar to the ones of model B in Fig. 2. This means256

that the age dependence of LPO models which include full dynamics and actual boundary257

layer structure [Becker et al., 2008] is consistent with LPO formation. The average depth258

of the zone in the geodynamic LPO, however, model is generally deeper (150 km vs. 110259

km for the Pacific, and 140 km vs. 80 km for the Atlantic; Fig. S6). This highlights, that260
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flattening itself is not per se an argument against an LPO origin of radial anisotropy. Yet,261

the depth discrepancy provides additional hint that pure LPO is not an ideal model for262

radial anisotropy. On the other hand, the LPO model’s region where dislocation creep263

dominates and LPO forms is sensitive to the grain size [e.g. Becker , 2006; Becker et al.,264

2008], which was chosen to roughly match older 1D average anisotropy profiles. Thus,265

it is conceivable, that improved LPO models may fall closer to the range of seismically266

admissible models, both in terms of age-dependence and depth of the layer.267

Possible mismatch of LPO layer depths and the good correlation between the high-ξ268

zone and the subhorizontal SS and RF interface estimates, substantiate the results of269

Burgos et al. [2014], contrasting the clear age control that was found based on global270

and regional azimuthal anisotropy [Becker et al., 2014]. We thus infer that additional271

mechanisms beyond purely thermal control within half-space cooling and A type LPO272

formation need to be invoked [Beghein et al., 2014].273

3.1. Partial melt, LPO or solid-state mechanisms

Temperature anomalies, such as the 80 Ma disturbance observed in the Pacific (Fig. 1c),274

are often associated with increased partial melting, and the presence of partial melt has275

been invoked as a possible geodynamic-petrological interpretation for the discrepancies276

discussed in sec. 3, at least locally [Kawakatsu et al., 2009; Schmerr , 2012; Beghein et al.,277

2014]. The shape preferred orientation induced radial anisotropy due to ubiquitous partial278

melt may itself be responsible for the impedance contrast observed in receiver functions279

[Kawakatsu et al., 2009], and high partial melt fractions may also lead to LPO fabrics280

that are different from the A type expected for the background asthenosphere [Holtzman281
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et al., 2003; Holtzman and Kendall , 2010]. A higher degree of partial melting embedded282

in the lithosphere would be consistent with stronger radial anisotropy in the “hot” Pacific283

compared to the Atlantic (Table S1). However, even the simplified, A type LPO flow284

models of Becker et al. [2008] indicate stronger radial anisotropy underneath the Pacific,285

because of more efficient saturation of LPO, cautioning against the interpretation of peak286

anisotropy strength.287

Moreover, Karato [2014] opposes the partial melt hypothesis, arguing that the amount288

of in-situ partial melt away from the ridge axis and hotspots does probably not exceed289

fractions of 0.1% and thus can neither result in a significant reduction in vS nor explain290

the other observed geophysical anomalies [Karato, 2012, 2014]. Instead, Karato [2014]291

proposes the solid-state mechanism of anelastic relaxation based on grain boundary slid-292

ing, as an alternative explanation for high electrical conductivities and seismic anisotropy293

at nearly constant depth of 70 km.294

In contrast, Sakamaki et al. [2013] have shown that melt density is highly pressure295

dependent, causing melt mobility to have a local maximum at depths between 120 and296

150 km, coinciding with the range of strong anisotropy (Fig. 2). Sakamaki et al. [2013]297

suggest a tendency for partial melt ponding at the top of the asthenosphere, which, un-298

der shear deformation, may be reworked to sub-horizontal melt bands [e.g. Holtzman and299

Kendall , 2010]. If such melt formations cool down, an additional reduction in perme-300

ability would be expected [e.g. Hirschmann, 2010; Hebert and Montési , 2010]. A related301

mechanism has been described by Sifre et al. [2014], who show that CO2-rich melting is302
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likely to occur in depths between ∼ 60 km and ∼ 150 km, with increased amounts of melt303

accumulation at a depth of around 70 km.304

The degree to which partial melt is present and preserved in remnant SPO after cooling305

within the lithosphere is therefore unclear, and other petrological fabric alignment may at306

least contribute. The morphology of possible frozen-in melt-related structures or petro-307

logical layering may be further illuminated by the study of high-frequency, Po/So guided308

seismic wave arrivals [Kennett and Furumura, 2013]. Kennett and Furumura [2014] show309

that pervasive stochastic heterogeneities with horizontal and vertical correlation lengths310

of ∼ 10 km and ∼ 0.5 km, respectively, provide an explanation for such observations, and311

suggest that such petrological fabrics would manifest themselves in the form of seismic312

anisotropy.313

3.2. Relation between anisotropy and interfaces

Our hypothesis-tests (Fig. 3) confirm that the weak to absent age-dependence in to-314

mographically imaged ξ [Burgos et al., 2014; Beghein et al., 2014] is not a regularization315

artifact, and we interpret the association between the SS precursors and the top and the316

bottom of the radially anisotropic zone (Fig. 2) as due to a causal relationship. While317

the shallower discontinuity is relatively well described [e.g. Rychert and Shearer , 2011;318

Kumar and Kawakatsu, 2011; Schmerr , 2012], there are fewer observations of the deeper319

interface between 120 and 180 km. Gaherty et al. [1996] and Gaherty et al. [1999] observe320

an interface at comparable depth in their models PA5 and PHB3 and identify it with321

the oceanic incarnation of the Lehmann discontinuity, which is primarily observed under-322

neath continents and there located at an average depth of ∼ 220 km. In the SS precursors,323
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the second interface is laterally even less continuous than the G, mostly connected with324

spreading centers or hotspots [Schmerr , 2012], and interpreted as being due to a negative325

velocity contrast (i.e. a drop in vS with depth). Since SS precursors are horizontally po-326

larized, an increase in anisotropy could also cause an impedance contrast. Schmerr [2012]327

shows that two types of velocity structures can produce synthetic waveforms similar to328

the observed ones: i), models comprising a negative velocity drop and, ii), models having329

a positive velocity increase or a positive gradient (implying that the weaker precursors330

would represent negative sidelobes of a weakly positive precursor). While (i) would be331

incompatible with a change from vSH > vSV to vSH ≈ vSV , (ii) would, in principle, agree332

with constraints from tomography. We infer that anisotropy may be a consequence of the333

same fabrics that are responsible for the observed seismic interfaces.334

The question arises as to how a thermal interpretation of the lithosphere (Fig. 1)335

can be reconciled with observations of relatively shallower upper-mantle discontinuities.336

The assumption that receiver function estimates within oceanic plates mark the bot-337

tom of the lithosphere [e.g. Kawakatsu et al., 2009; Rychert and Shearer , 2011] indeed338

motivated the designation of such impedance contrasts as the lithosphere-asthenosphere339

boundary (LAB). Instead, the shallow impedance contrasts and the G may in fact be due340

to partial melt or petrological fabrics within the mechanical oceanic lithosphere, i.e. a341

mid-lithospheric discontinuity (MLD) as reported widely for the continents [e.g. Selway342

et al., 2015].343
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3.3. Conceptual interpretation

We propose the following model of the oceanic lithosphere (Fig. 4): Convective up-344

welling of mantle material leads to shallow decompression melting and basaltic crust345

formation under the spreading centers. Deeper in the mantle, partial melt accumulates346

in flow aligned, melt-rich channels, whose maximum depth is controlled by a reduction347

in melt mobility. This leads to lateral spreading of horizontal melt lamellae, which are348

eventually frozen into the lithosphere at roughly constant depth that is set by the as-349

thenospheric temperature and spreading rate, with some degree of remelting [Schmerr ,350

2012].351

A SPO type of radial anisotropy results, as suggested by Kawakatsu et al. [2009], which352

may alternatively be due to petrological fabrics. Mantle flow induced LPO contributes353

strongly to these shallow frozen-in structures at asthenospheric depths, again similar to354

what has been suggested for the continents [Becker et al., 2008]. Frozen-in SPO will355

have a minor effect on azimuthal anisotropy if there is no preferred anisotropy of lamellae356

in the horizontal plane, and azimuthal anisotropy is therefore mainly sensitive to LPO357

due to shearing in the uppermost asthenosphere. The region of alignment between flow358

model predictions and observed azimuthal anisotropy marks the base of the mechanical359

lithosphere [Becker et al., 2014].360

4. Conclusions

Our experiments show that seismological-geodynamic hypotheses including a radially361

anisotropic layer with a strong age dependence achieve lower data fits than models which362

are weakly age-dependent. We infer that the observation of an radially anisotropic layer363
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that is bracketed by the two impedance contrasts is a robust feature, and due to a com-364

bination of mantle flow induced LPO and partial-melting or petrological fabric related365

SPO. While these interfaces provide information about the conditions under which oceanic366

plates are created, and perhaps remelted, the top, G, lies within the thermo-mechanically367

defined plate and is not of dynamical relevance.368
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Figure 1. Isotropic Voigt velocities as imaged by the anisotropic tomography savani

[Auer et al., 2014], referenced against sea-floor age from Müller et al. [2008]. For the Pacific

(a) deviations from the simple half-space cooling description are observed, while for Atlantic

Ocean (b) a simple-half space cooling provides a reasonable explanation: the 1200◦C isotherm

from temperature-dependent conductivity models [cf. McKenzie et al., 2005] loosely follows the

4.4 km/s isoline and confines an underlying low velocity zone. The Pacific anomaly is illustrated

in the difference plot (c) where the Atlantic was subtracted from the Pacific results.
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Figure 2. Top left panel: Radial anisotropy from savani [Auer et al., 2014], ξ = (vSH/vSV )2,

referenced against sea-floor age [Müller et al., 2008] underneath the Pacific. Note how the

high ξ zone is nearly independent of sea-floor age [Burgos et al., 2014; Beghein et al., 2014],

its top coincides with the receiver function estimate of the Gutenberg discontinuity [Kumar

and Kawakatsu, 2011] (white dots), and its top and bottom coincide with SS precursor based

discontinuities [Schmerr , 2012] (black strokes). The depth bracket also matches a peak in melt

mobility [Sakamaki et al., 2013] (blue line, indicating density anomaly, ∆ρ, divided by inferred

viscosity, η, from a simple thermal model). Bottom left panel: Best-fit layer model for the Pacific;

interface depths are represented via black histograms. Right panels: Selected strongly (A) and

weakly (B) age-dependent models.
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Figure 3. a) Variance reductions for the Pacific data subset, illuminating depth-vs.-anisotropy

strength trade-offs and best fit parameter ranges in the case where the anisotropic layer is rep-

resented with an age-independent Gaussian. The dark and the white zones represent the geody-

namic and experimental LPO predictions of peak radial anisotropy strength, from Becker et al.

[2008] (Fig. S6) and Hansen et al. [2014], respectively, for regular A type fabrics, and the white

dashed line is the average peak depth from Becker et al. [2008]. b) Variance reductions in the

case where we dial between age-dependent and flat-layer type conceptual models. There is some

preference for entirely age-independent models and models that flatten out at young ages (e.g.

model B) over models that follow the geodynamically meaningful isotherms (such as the 1200◦C

isotherm, e.g. model A). The black isocontours mark the normalized roughness associated with

each model and show that the completely age-independent models are also the smoothest models.
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